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Abstract: The increase of integrated logistics is generating the progressive integration of rail transport systems on a global scale. This raises the challenge of the safe and compliant operation of an increasing number of assets. Within this context, inspection of in-service cargo wagons becomes increasingly important. Among the wagon components, the brake pads are essential and must be constantly inspected and timely changed before any failure. This publication presents a novel system for the automated scoring of cargo wagon brakes through image processing and deep learning algorithms. The main goal of this system is to provide insightful information which can improve the observability of assets, as well as enable augmented decision-making in maintenance inspection processes. Through this work, a four-step novel approach is described. First, an image acquisition system was developed. Then, an object detection model is used to extract the important cargo wagon components. Next, images containing the extracted brakes are analyzed to extract the most relevant keypoints of the brakes. Finally, the ratio between the distances of multiple keypoints is used to score each brake and provide insightful information regarding their health. After implementation, the proposed approach is tested and the resulting scores are explored.

1 INTRODUCTION

With an increasing demand for integrated logistics in a globalized world, rail transport networks progressively converge. This extends to the physical connectivity of railway infrastructure, the coherence and interoperability of existing systems, as well as normative requirements and operational standards. As a consequence, previously isolated railway systems, are being integrated, multiplying the complexity of rail transport by the number of the integrated assets, their maintenance, and the information flows related to their operations.

A global example of these dynamics can be observed with the growth of the International Union of Railways (UIC), which, to date, is composed of 204 member organizations from all around the globe (Union Internationale des Chemins de fer, 2021). As part of their current technical priorities, the UIC has listed the usage of digital technologies and the leveraging of data to increase large systems’ observability (Union Internationale des Chemins de fer, 2020).

At the same time, global biosecurity issues have highlighted the need for resilient operations and maintenance processes, which can adjust to limited personnel mobility situations. In this context, digitalization and the usage of artificial intelligence can contribute to more robust asset management in uncertain conditions. Similarly, the UIC has included the topics of “asset management and predictive maintenance” and “railway automation through artificial intelligence and robotics” as part of their agenda (Union Internationale des Chemins de fer, 2020).

Within this context, the German rail freight transport company DB Cargo AG, operates a fleet composed of over 2500 locomotives and 90000 cargo wagons (DB Cargo AG, 2021). Adding to asset diversity, this fleet contains more than 190 different cargo wagon types, which are operated, inspected, and maintained continuously. As a result, opportu-
nities for digitalization not only contribute to the general objectives of the UIC, but are also directly translated into operational advantages of UIC members such as large rail transport companies.

Thus, the need arises for maintaining compliance with the General Contract of Use for Wagons from the UIC and the GCU bureau (GCU Bureau, 2021) at scale, and with more robust processes. To improve the inspection and maintenance processes required by the mentioned contract, railway companies have invested in digitalization technologies. More specifically, companies and researchers have been working on using state of the art artificial intelligence techniques designed to assess the individual integrity of the components of cargo wagons (Zhang et al., 2018; Rocha et al., 2018; Liu et al., 2016; Sun et al., 2017; Otte et al., 2020), railways (Zhang et al., 2021a; Rong et al., 2016; Shang et al., 2018) and other related infrastructure (Zhang et al., 2021b; Li et al., 2014; Peng et al., 2020). Through this goal, researchers and railway companies have joined hands in the development of multiple applications.

In recent years, multiple publications have introduced inspection applications for railway infrastructure (Zhang et al., 2021a; Rong et al., 2016; Shang et al., 2018), as well as in-service inspection systems for high-priority components in cargo wagons (Zhang et al., 2018; Rocha et al., 2018; Liu et al., 2016; Sun et al., 2017). These systems have explored classical techniques such as template matching (Ningning et al., 2016), and deep neural networks based techniques for recognition and inspection (Rocha et al., 2018) showing different levels of performance in controlled conditions and real-world applications.

The major challenges observed through the work of previous researchers can be summarized into two main topics. First, the usage of highly noisy data resulting from real-world conditions affects any trained algorithm. This concern arises from light conditions in varied environmental scenarios, asset degradation, and artifacts created through data acquisition processes. Second, the limitations of available sensors for post-hoc solutions make data acquisition cumbersome or impractical in real-world settings. This is the inherent practical restriction of having to implement a scalable inspection system, which adjusts and does not modify the normal operations of the cargo railway transport (post-hoc). This requirement is often the main concern on the implementation of new inspection systems, as any modification of existing infrastructure entails compliance risks as well as expensive downtime of operations.

In this context, the current work proposes an automatic system for cargo wagon brake scoring, which enables augmented decision-making processes regarding their health and the need for maintenance. To the best of the author’s knowledge, the proposed system is a novel approach for the health scoring of cargo wagon brakes in the scientific and industrial community. The proposed system consists of four steps; (a) an image acquisition system; (b) an object detection model; (c) a keypoint extraction model; and (d) a brake scoring module.

The proposed approach and the necessary context will be presented as follows. First, other approaches related to cargo wagon and railway inspection will be introduced. Then, the proposed system and each one of its components will be described. Next, the results of the implementation of the system will be reported. Finally, the conclusions of the obtained results and the planned future work will be discussed.

2 RELATED WORK

Computer vision systems for process support in railway transport have been a focus of research for the last decade. From the various applications that have been previously explored, four main topics are highlighted. First, the inspection of critical infrastructure during their operations (Zhang et al., 2021a). Second, the identification of assets, based on the recognition of their wagon number (UIC ID) (Xiucai and Gongli, 2020). Third, the inspection of the cargo contained in cargo wagons through x-rays and deep learning (Rogers et al., 2017). Last, the inspection and identification of faulty components in cargo wagons as a mean to assist maintenance processes (Zhang et al., 2021b). Although this work leans heavily towards the last topic, other applications and approaches are highly related to sensors and models that can be used in the context of railway maintenance.

The inspection of critical infrastructure has focused on the detection of defects on rails. More specifically, rail surface inspection has been proposed through the usage of classical computer vision methods such as SVN-HOG (Gavai et al., 2019), as well as multiple types of neural networks for object detection and classification (Zhang et al., 2021a; Shang et al., 2018). Similarly, methods have been explored for the detection of related components such as tie plates (Li et al., 2014), hexagonal nuts in railway fasteners (Peng et al., 2020), and bondwires (Gavai et al., 2019). In these cases, a custom inspection vehicle has been used to acquire the rail images (Li et al., 2014).

On the subfield of cargo inspection, researchers have explored the usage of x-ray based image acquisition systems for inspection of illegal loads as well
as cargo manifest verification. The first tackled issue is the acquisition of the x-ray images and the detection of the transported goods inside containers (Rogers et al., 2015). Afterward, multiple deep learning approaches have been developed for the detection of specific contraband objects (e.g. concealed cars) (Jaccard et al., 2016). One major issue related to these techniques is the lack of available data. In these cases, researchers have proposed the artificial creation of datasets based on mock-ups (Kolokytha et al., 2018) or synthetic generation of images based on CAD files (Visser et al., 2016). In consequence, it has also been proposed to verify transport manifests through the usage of the same detection techniques (Tuszynski et al., 2013).

Identification is one of the most important steps in the inspection process of an asset, either in-service or through the maintenance process. In this regard, researchers have used the required UIC ID of the cargo wagons as a direct identifier. Early techniques used image morphological operations and template matching to isolate and extract the wagon ID (Ningning et al., 2016). Afterward, hybrid approaches exploited the visual characteristics of white paint by extracting regions through MSER before using an OCR algorithm to interpret the painted characters (Xiang et al., 2016). The latest methods propose the usage of deep learning techniques to directly extract and interpret the UIC ID characters from side views of the cargo wagons (Xiucui and Gongli, 2020; Liu et al., 2019).

The inspection of cargo wagons has been explored through the analysis of each of their critical components. Initial approaches using template matching focused on the inspection of locomotive pantographs (Hamey et al., 2007). Similarly, approaches using other types of descriptors such as GLCM or HOG, combined with SVN for the classification of bogey block keys (Zhou et al., 2018) and locomotive speed sensors (Li et al., 2019) have been found. Aside from classical approaches, deep learning algorithms have proven to be the preferred approach for the inspection of single components such as bogie pads (Rocha et al., 2018) and valves (Pahwa et al., 2019). Similarly, frameworks for the detection and classification of multiple structural components have also been proposed as a unified approach for this challenge (Zhang et al., 2018; Posada Moreno et al., 2020).

Within the acquisition systems proposed in the literature, the most common ones are the stationary CCD cameras in railway stations (Hamey et al., 2007), the lateral high-speed cameras alongside railways (Zhang et al., 2020), and a line sensor camera bridges (Posada Moreno et al., 2020). Acquisition systems have shown illumination pollution and perspective variances. In perspective, the CCD approach has the limitations of working with slowly approaching locomotives. The high-speed cameras present a single lower perspective of the wagons, which limits the analysis to the inferior parts of the vehicles. Finally, the camera bridges captures a good perspective of the wagons, but also lead to a lateral elongation caused by their linear scanning cameras.

The proposed approach builds on previous paradigms to tackle the issue of brake inspection. Here, the brakes are not only detected for binary classification, but are scored concerning their deterioration state.

3 METHODS

The present work tackles the problem of how to enable, augmented decision-making on in-service cargo wagon brake inspection based on image data acquisition and artificial intelligence. Thus, the approach will cover a brief introduction to the hardware used in the data acquisition as well as the multiple steps of the data processing. In this regard, the proposed system can be described in four steps, (a) a multicamera system that captures real-time images of cargo wagons, (b) an object detection system for extracting regions of interest and structural components from the acquired images, (c) a keypoint extraction model, for the localization of relevant component landmarks, (d) a scoring module, for the scoring of the health of brakes through a geometric relation.

3.1 Image Acquisition Pipeline

The image acquisition system is based on a bridge-like metal structure (Figure 1) which serves as a support for a series of six line-scan cameras and six LEDs for the illumination of the arriving wagons. Furthermore, a laser scanner (Sick LMS111) allows the detection of arriving wagons as well as their incoming velocity. Two of the installed line-scan cameras (Basler racer raL2048-48gm) are responsible for acquiring images of both sides of the lower section of the cargo wagons.

Once a wagon approaches the camera bridge, the laser scanner detects their arrival and their velocity, automatically adjusting the acquisition rate of the line-scan cameras as well as the illumination intensity of the available LEDs. Using the velocity measurement and the individual scans, an image is composed by horizontally stacking the acquired one pixel wide scans. Thus, the obtained images have a fixed height of 2048 pixels and a variable length of between 10K
and 50K pixels depending on the type of wagon that is being scanned and possible variations in speed. After the acquisition process, the images are temporally stored locally before uploading them to a cloud object storage. A partial example is shown in Figure 2.

This type of setup allows the real-time acquisition of cargo wagon images, from a constant perspective, and without disturbing nor interrupting the daily operations of the railway system. Moreover, the implementation of this system does not require major structural changes in the existing infrastructure.

3.2 Object Detection Module

The object detection module receives images of the lower section of the wagons acquired by the camera bridge system and extracts regions of interest containing previously selected objects. The detected objects include brakes, axis, hooks, bumpers, wheels, and UIC-ID numbers. This step is shared between the cargo wagon identification and multiple health estimation analysis. Nonetheless, the object detection is performed at lower resolutions than each health analysis in order to reduce the computational requirements of the pipeline. The object detection of the current work focuses on the extraction of the four brakes present in each image.

Before performing the analysis, the images were normalized and resized to a constant width of 2400. Then a Faster RCNN (Ren et al., 2015) using as a backbone a ResNet-101 (He et al., 2016) is used to perform the object detection. This combination allows the extraction of smaller objects without compromising on performance. An example of the detected brakes can be seen in Figure 2.

To compensate for the changing illumination conditions and the lack of faulty or degraded brakes, the process of training the Faster RCNN relied on data augmentations. Specifically, random scale changes, horizontal flips, and photometric distortions of brightness, contrast, saturation, and hue were added.

3.3 Keypoint Detection Module

The keypoint detection module aims to extract landmark locations of the brakes, which are directly related to their usage and degradation. Having into consideration the horizontal stretching and compression generated by the data acquisition system, the extracted landmarks must suffice to indirectly compute the width of the brake pads, which diminishes with their remaining useful life (RUL). Thus, for each brake pad, six keypoints are detected, consisting of the upper, middle, and lower points of the inner and outer sides of the pad. Each brake contains two pads, an upper pad and a lower pad, which are denoted as A and B respectively. Similarly, the axis of the brake is also extracted as a keypoint.

The defined keypoints are structural points that exist in all the brakes of the considered wagon type. However, in different types of cargo wagons, pad A can be partially or completely occluded (Figure 3) by other structural components such as the leaf springs. Thus, not all the brake images will contain a full set of keypoints for the brakes. The selected model for the keypoint detection is a variant of the Faster RCNN with a ResNet-101 mentioned before. While using the same model architecture as before, the bounding box regressor is modified to compute each keypoint. Similarly, each brake is extracted from the original (resolution) image and is normalized and the patch is resized to a height of 1333 and a width of 800 to fully utilize the available hardware. During training, the used data augmentations are the same as the ones mentioned in the previous step.

Figure 2: Section of cargo wagon image. The green square contains a single detected brake.
3.4 Brake Scoring Module

The brake score module has the aim of computing a score which is directly related to the RUL of the brake pads. The pads slowly get eroded while being used, reducing the effective width of the material which is in direct contact with the spinning wagon wheels.

While using scale invariant images, this score could be calculated as the distance in pixels between the outer and inner borders of the pads. Consequently, the scale could be used to transform this measure into metric units for better understanding. With the current setup, image stretching must be compensated. As the changes in velocity during the scan result in variations of scale along the horizontal axis, which are not constant at a global scale, but are stable locally. Thus, a reliable proxy measurement can be achieved, by computing the ratio between the width of the brake pad and the distance from the center of the pad to the axis of the brake. As the scale changes for different images, the distances between the points will change proportionally given Thales’s theorem, ensuring that the ratio is maintained. Specifically, the ratio score $R_{B,\text{mid}}$ of the mid-section of the B pad is denoted in Equation 1. The numerator indicates the width of the brake B in the mid-section, and the denominator indicates the distance between the center of the brake B and the axis.

$$R_{B,\text{mid}} = \frac{\|P_{B,\text{mid, out}} - P_{B,\text{mid, in}}\|_2}{\|\frac{P_{B,\text{mid, out}} + P_{B,\text{mid, in}}}{2} - P_{\text{axis}}\|_2}$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

3.5 Implementation and Testing

The proposed system was implemented in two main components. The first one is the image acquisition pipeline, which consists of the described hardware and communication systems for the acquisition of the cargo wagon images and their transmission to an object storage.

The second component is the joint pipeline of object detection, keypoint detection, and brake scoring. To obtain a scalable system, both deep learning models were implemented in Pytorch. The complete analysis was implemented as a five-step task, which (a) downloads an image; (b) detects the objects of interest and filters the brake images; (c) computes the brake pad scores for each brake instance; (d) sends the results of the analysis to a specified webhook. To enable parallel execution, the Python library Ray was used and exposed through a REST API.

Subsequently, the wagon type HbillNs 305 was selected for the training and validation of the proposed approach. This reference is one of the most prevalent in the analyzed fleet, containing two axes per wagon and two brakes per axis, which only have minor structural variations. Through the operation of the camera bridge, a constant supply of cargo wagon images was achieved. Over 2000 of the acquired images were used for training, and testing of this approach. From these images, 425 were used for the training and testing of the object detection algorithm. Next, 480 of the labeled brakes were extracted and labeled for the training and testing of the keypoint detection algorithm. Once both algorithms were trained, 1642 images were used for validating the complete pipeline.

4 RESULTS

4.1 Image Acquisition Pipeline

During the implementation of the current concept, two camera bridge systems were built in Germany. Each camera bridge was installed at a marshalling yard, with the objective of scanning the cargo wagons during their reorganization process. On average, a single image of the lower sections of a cargo wagon has a volume of 5 megabytes. Usually, between 1500 and 2000 images of said type are acquired daily per camera bridge, depending on their location and traffic. The implementation of the camera bridge systems also contains an RFID reader, which aids in the identification of over half of the cargo wagons which contain RFID tags. After the acquisition, the images are composed locally after being transferred to a cloud object storage periodically.
4.2 Object Detection Module

To train the Faster RCNN object detection algorithm, a set of 425 lower images of cargo wagons type Hb-billns 305 were labeled. Subsequently, these images were split into 340 images used for training and 85 images used for testing. An available pre-trained model on ImageNet (Deng et al., 2009) (from pytorch zoom) was used, and all layers were trained for 10 epochs. The model was implemented using the Pytorch framework and trained in an Ubuntu server with an Intel Xeon Silver 4116 CPU and a Tesla V100 GPU. Through this process, a mean Average Precision mAP75 of 0.84 and a mAP50 of 0.973 were achieved.

4.3 Keypoint Detection Module

From the previous step, a total of 480 brakes were extracted. These images had varying dimensions of roughly 800x1200 pixels. To label the previously shown keypoints, the images had to be equalized, as the human eye has difficulties with low contrast images, which still contained brakes. Then, the images were split into 384 images used for training and 96 images used for testing. Similar hardware and a pre-trained backbone were used during a 10 epochs training. As a result, an mAP75 of 0.917 and a mAP50 of 0.968 were achieved. Additionally, the detected keypoints had a vertical and horizontal Mean Average Error of 4.33 pixels in comparison with the annotations. An example of the detected keypoints can be seen in Figure 4.

4.4 Brake Scoring Module

After the training of the previous models, a new set of 1642 lower images from cargo wagons type Hb-billns 305 were analyzed. In these images, a total of 5911 brakes were extracted. The keypoints of the images were detected and the mid-ratio of the brake pad B was computed. As seen in the histogram of Figure 5, an average ratio of 0.292 was observed. It can be observed that the distribution of brakes follows a skewed normal distribution. Most of the brakes which are completely new, or recently installed, will have a ratio in-between 0.35 and 0.45. Similarly, brakes with a ratio between 0.15 and 0.35, still have a long RUL. Finally, the brakes with ratios lower than 0.15, are soon to require a change. These observations were performed with a domain expert from DB Cargo AG.

The distribution shown in Figure 5, allows a more comprehensive understanding of the state of the brake pads, in contrast with the single measures of brake width which are currently distorted by the scale variance of the images. This scale variance can be observed in the scatter plot from Figure 6, in which each analyzed brake is a point. The horizontal axis is the distance between the center of the brake to the axis, and the vertical axis is the width of the brake pad, also called delta.

![Figure 5: Histogram of (scores) ratios from the mid-section of the brake B.](image)

![Figure 4: Result of keypoint detection on cargo wagon brake and scored brake pads.](image)
Figure 6: Scatter plot of distance from the center of a brake to the axis vs the width of a brake pad.

Interpreting the distance between the center of the brake B and the axis, it can be noticed that the scale difference between two images can be up to a factor of two. This representation shows how images, which have different scales, can be processed to obtain a stable ratio of the state of the brake pads. Example images of different brake scores (ratios) are shown in Figure 4. In these results, brakes with a lower ratio have been worn out and should be scheduled for maintenance. Similarly, brakes with a higher ratio have a longer RUL.

5 CONCLUSION

In the current work, a novel system for cargo wagon brake scoring is presented. This system aims to automatically extract relevant information from in-service cargo wagons in order to enable better decision-making with respect to their maintenance requirements. It tackles the challenge of computing a score proportional to the RUL of a brake instead of implementing binary classification in search of defects. The novel system is robust to scale variant image acquisition techniques and allows the processing of cargo wagons under varied illumination conditions.

The proposed system is composed of four main steps, (a) a camera bridge for image acquisition, (b) an object detection algorithm for the extraction of regions of interest, (c) a keypoint detection algorithm for the extraction of landmarks in a brake, (d) a brake scoring module for the estimation of the degradation of brakes.

The proposed system was described, implemented, and tested. The object detection system achieved an mAP50 of 0.973 and the keypoint detection module obtained an mAP50 of 0.968. The scoring module was then tested with 1642 new lower images of cargo wagons. The exploration of the results shows that a mean ratio of 0.292 indicates healthy brake pads, and ratios close to 0.1 are related to worn-out brake pads. The results of the implementation show the viability of the proposed approach.

Future work will focus on five different topics. First, although the current selected models show an outstanding performance, migration to single shot detection model can reduce significantly the required computational resources. Second, explore the transferability of this approach to other wagon types within the cargo fleet. Third, developing methods for the compensation of the scale variance of the images, in order to achieve metric measures of the state of the brake pads. Fourth, exploring other approaches to merge multiple data sources in order to relate the obtained scores with the RUL of the brake (time remaining before requiring maintenance). Fifth, taking into account the RUL and the expected deterioration of each trajectory, the obtained data can be used to better plan train schedules to include prescriptive maintenance.
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